
Armed with an uncanny ability to deliver across all genres, Washington-born rising star Jadelyn is 
unrivaled, earning herself over 1 million streams on Spotify and a Top 200 placement on the 
Dance Charts. 

Jadelyn’s artist debut ‘Fix You’ - in collaboration with electronic producer Danny Olson - is a 
stunningly epic take on one of the most iconic songs of this generation, garnering public acclaim 
from genre legends Tiesto and Don Diablo as well as international radio play. 

‘Hard’, released January 2020 in accompaniment with Noah Neiman's production, earned global 
recognition and placement on Spotify’s highly-esteemed curated New Music Friday playlists, as 
well as the likes of Trap Nation and several others. The empowering dance ballad notably 
surpassed 100,000 streams on Spotify alone just one week after its release.
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LOS ANGELES, CA (10 APRIL 2020) — LA-based breaking singer/songwriter Jadelyn showcases endless talent on her newest collaborative 
single 'Disasterpiece’, a bouncy pop hit that lyrically explores the complexities of a toxic relationship.

Listen to ‘Disasterpiece’ by Jadelyn & Bobby Crane HERE

Jadelyn’s second-ever single is a perfectly crafted narrative of young love, heartbreak, and euphoria. The track title ‘Disasterpiece’ says it all; 
the blend of acoustics and harmonized synths accommodate Jadelyn's powerful vocals seamlessly. Although the lyrics don't suggest it, the 
overall mood is lifted as the guitar is introduced into an energetic synth-heavy drop. With her sultry flow to tie this beautifully somber track 
together, you’ll have it on repeat as the anthem to spring love.

"Disasterpiece is a reflection of my experience in past relationships. That is, the mental sabotage that often comes with love when you want 
someone so badly but know in your heart that they aren’t good for you… to the acceptance that you aren’t perfect either, and maybe the 

entire situation is just a complete disaster and masterpiece at the same time - disasterpiece." - Jadelyn
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